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Delivering Paris:
Carbon budgets, mitigation & negative emissions



Humility to start – my generation has chosen to fail

@KevinClimate

▪ 1990: first IPCC report

▪ 2016: CO2 60% higher than 1990

▪ 2017: CO2 still rising 

27 years of abject failure on climate change



▪ What levels of climate change are we obligated to avoid from COP21?

▪ How do these translate to energy-only global carbon budgets

▪ What illustrative energy-only emission pathways do these budgets imply

Sequential logic …
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… hold the  increase in  global average  temperature  to 

well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and pursue

efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C

... to undertake rapid reductions in accordance with best science

…on the basis of equity,

The Paris Agreement enshrines our commitments?
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The IPCC’s “best science” provides  carbons budgets
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Interpreting Paris graphically
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IPCC WG3 paint a very different picture

▪ dramatically reducing the mitigation challenge

▪ offering attractive policy narratives

▪ & significant but incremental adjustments to BAU
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The ‘NET’ that dominates the models is …

BECCS – biomass energy with carbon capture & storage:

Grow trees/plants

they absorb CO2 through photosynthesis

burn biomass in powerstations

capture the CO2 from the chimney

~liquefy the CO2 & pump it underground

store for many 1000s of years



The ‘NET’ that dominates the models is …

BECCS – biomass energy with carbon capture & storage:

Never worked at scale

huge technical & economic unknowns

major efficiency penalty

limited biomass availability (fuel or food?)



NATURAL absorption  ~20GtCO2/yr

i.e. ~1/2 of what we emit

NETs assumed to absorb 10-20GtCO2/yr

i.e. up to another planet’s worth of biospere

+

i.e. equivalent of adding, up to, another biosphere!
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and…

- planting 1 to 3x the area of India

- year after year; decade after decade, to well beyond 2100



My position on NETs

▪ Support a well funded Research,  Development & (potential) Deployment

▪ Begin an ambitious & immediate programme of forest restoration & re-forestation

▪ But mitigate emissions assuming no NETs or restoration/reforestation

If we pursue ‘real’ mitigation for 2°C 

and NETs & afforestation do prove successful at huge global scale

then 1.5°C may be possible – theoretically

If we rely on NETs for 2°C

and they prove not to be viable at huge scale

then we lock in 3° to 5°C

Major reliance on NETs for 2°C mitigation is a “moral hazard” par excellence @KevinClimate



By contrast many academics & some politicians …

▪ rather than focus on urgent & deep mitigation today

… with challenging political & economic repercussions

▪ prefer to rely on non-existent negative emission technologies

… to suck huge quantities of CO2 from the air in the future

… supporting ongoing fossil-fuel use to 2100 & beyond

… & the continuation of a ‘green-washed’ BAU model

i.e. “we can have our cake & eat it” 
@KevinClimate



Is “well below 2°C” still possible?



My hypothesis is Yes – just!
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Proposed 2°C strategy comprises 3 principal domains
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1. Deep & rapid change in behaviour/practices: Immediate

2. Very stringent standards on end-use appliances: Near-term

3. Marshall-style decarbonisation of energy supply: Medium-term

… all of which begs fundamental questions of our norms & paradigms



Is 1.5°C possible?



My hypothesis is No – not with ‘real’ mitigation!
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… but

with real 2°C mitigation & some negative emissions?

… perhaps



So, what could this 

perhaps look like ?
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Thank you for listening


